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End-to-end application performance and throughput of vehicular cognitive transport control protocol depend on how eﬃciently
the segments (TCP header) are being transmitted from source to destination. One way to enhance the performance of vehicular
cognitive TCP protocol is by reducing the packet drops in between the source and destination. In general, packet drops occur in
between the source and destination of Cognitive Radio Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (CR-VANET) because of spectrum handoﬀ or
cognitive node handoﬀ, or network congestion. In this paper, we focus on enhancing the performance of cognitive TCP protocol
through “cognitive AODV routing protocol with the spectrum handoﬀ mechanism.” In the proposed work, channel-route control
messages of cognitive AODV routing protocol are updated with the support of spectrum handoﬀ which helps to provide the
backup opportunistic channel during PU active and helps to reduce the end-to-end spectrum handoﬀ packet drops. Simulation
results reveal that the overall performance of the vehicular cognitive TCP protocol with the proposed spectrum handoﬀ aware
cognitive AODV routing protocol is enhanced as compared to the existing cognitive TCP protocol.

1. Introduction
With enhanced wireless technology, a wide range of applications
are being deployed and operated in current static unlicensed
ISM spectrum bands. This results in spectrum scarcity and
increased spectral congestion. On the contrary, FCC (Federal
Communication Commission) revealed that 15% to 85% in the
current static allocated spectrum bands below 3 GHz are not
eﬃciently utilized concerning temporal and spatial domains
[1–4]. This clearly shows that the current static spectrum allocation is not utilized optimally rather than physical spectrum
scarcity. One way to overcome this issue is by utilizing the
temporal and spatial domain unused spectrum bands through
dynamic spectrum access. With dynamic spectrum access
(DSA), the existing spectrum scarcity problem will be alleviated
as well as it increases the spectrum utilization. These result in

developing an adaptive wireless device called cognitive radio
together with the introduction of dynamic spectrum access
through secondary spectrum licensing called “CRN (Cognitive
Radio Networking).” With CRN, cognitive radio devices are
capable of accessing the spatial spectrum dynamically through
spectrum holes or white spaces [5–7]. Moreover, a CR node with
“SDR (Software Deﬁned Radio)” is capable of switching in a
wide range of spectrum bands (spectrum hole) through available
RSSI (signal strength), transmission quality, and dynamic PU
activity. In general, Cognitive Radio Networks can be deployed
in one of the two architectures, namely, “infrastructure-based
CRN” and “ad-hoc CRN networks,” which are also called
“CRAHNs (Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks)” [8–12]. Recent
advancement of wireless applications in vehicular networks leads
to spectrum scarcity [4, 5] which can be overcome through the
CR-VANETs (Cognitive Radio Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks).
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This paper mainly focuses on the performance enhancement of
“vehicular CRAHNS” by reducing the packet drops due to
spectrum handoﬀ and mobile handoﬀ of the vehicular nodes.
Currently, the main research focus in cognitive radio networking
is well explored in the areas of channel estimation, spectrum
sensing, spectrum sharing, cognitive routing, and MAC (medium access control). In general, the list of PU-free channels in
between one-hop CR nodes will be managed by the “connection
management” [13–15]. During the route discovery at the network layer, the routing protocol has to concurrently select the
PU-free channel (spectrum hole) and next-hop route to transmit
the application data. Thus, there should be tight coordination
between “connection management” and “routing tables” during
the end-to-end channel-route discovery. In [16], the design of
cognitive AODV routing protocol is being proposed to concurrently select the channel along with the route during the route
discovery. Later, an end-to-end channel route is identiﬁed by
exchanging the cognitive control message with a “common
control channel” for application data transmission. In static
spectrum-allocation-based mobile ad-hoc networks, the application data packets in between the source to destination CR
node can be dropped due to bandwidth reduction or mobile
handoﬀ. When it comes to Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks,
there is a new type of packet drop that occurs because of
spectrum handoﬀ from the current spectrum hole to another
spectrum hole at the time of PU active in the current CR
communication channel [17–19]. State-of-the-art research
proposals are proposed and designed to reduce the packet drops
due to CR node handoﬀ and bandwidth degradation. But, very
few research activities are done to explore the packet buﬀering
mechanisms during spectrum handoﬀ. When it comes to dynamic spectrum access, it is crucial to reduce the application
packet drops during spectrum handover to achieve enhanced
end-to-end application throughput. To accomplish this, this
paper proposes a “packet buﬀering and forwarding mechanism”
to the “cognitive AODV routing protocol.” With this, the endto-end achievable TCP throughput will be enhanced by reducing
on-the-ﬂy packet drops and reducing the channel-route reconstruction time during spectrum handover at the intermediate
CR node. Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy
explains the advantages and disadvantages of the existing
CRAHNs without handoﬀ mechanisms. Section 3 describes the
proposed “spectrum handoﬀ” aware cognitive AODV protocol
through packet buﬀering and forwarding mechanism to enhance the performance of end-to-end connection-oriented
cognitive TCP protocol. Besides, a RED (Random Early Detection) buﬀer is proposed to use in our solution to minimize the
packet drops during packet forwarding in between intermediate
CR nodes. Section 4 explains the simulation results collected by
simulating in the Cognitive Radio Network Simulator (CRNS.2.35) and compares the performance of existing cognitive
TCP protocols with proposed simulation results with spectrum
handoﬀ packet buﬀering and forwarding mechanism. Section 5
discusses the conclusion with future work.

2. Motivation
In standalone wired or wireless networks, application packet
drops are mainly due to increased traﬃc ﬂow (buﬀer
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overﬂow) that results in network congested packet drops. In
addition, packet drops may occur at the end nodes or intermediate nodes due to errors within the packet. Extensive
research is carried out to minimize the packet drops due to
buﬀer overﬂow and errors in the packet. Later on, once the
mobility support is deployed within the wireless networks,
then node mobility packet drops are increased during node
handover from one base station to another base station. To
overcome this, many researchers focus on enhancing the
performance of the end-to-end packet transmission by introducing the node mobility handover mechanisms. But, the
node mobility handover mechanisms cannot be directly
deployed in cognitive radio vehicular networks due to opportunistic channel utilization and high-speed node mobility. Hence, a vehicular node should aware of the
opportunistic PU-free channel along with the node mobility
to integrate the spectrum handover and node mobility in
real-time vehicular communication. To achieve this, our
work proposes a spectrum handoﬀ-aware routing protocol
that considers robust dynamic PU channel selection along
with node mobility support at the time of discovering the
end-to-end channel route from the source to destination
vehicular nodes.

3. Related Work
The end-to-end connection-oriented application throughput mainly depends on the reliability of the channel routes
that are being discovered through the routing protocol.
Hence, the cognitive routing protocol in the network layer
plays a critical role in enhancing the end-to-end throughput
of the cognitive TCP protocol.
In general, MAC protocols are broadly classiﬁed into
contention-based (random access) and contention-free access protocols to schedule the one-hop data transmission.
Traditional random access-based MAC protocols make use
of CSMA/CA for accessing the one-hop channel whereas
MAC contention-free protocols use either predetermined
global or local time-slotted-based channel access. With
CSMA/CA, mobile nodes at the MAC layer will contend for
the shared channel (nonoverlapping channel) to transmit
the application data, whereas virtual carrier sensing with
NAV (Network Allocation Vector) helps to avoid the nodes’
hidden terminal problem at the sensing range. Random
access-based MAC protocols are further classiﬁed into RTS/
CTS-based and tone-based [6] to alleviate the hidden and
exposed terminal issues. But, when it comes to cognitive
radio networks, there is no single global unlicensed channel
(2.4 GHz/5 GHz ISM bands) available to assign as a control
channel for cognitive control message exchange. To overcome this, in [20–22], the authors proposed a hybrid CCCbased MAC and routing protocols for channel-route control
message exchange at the network layer and one-hop
scheduling operations at the MAC layer of Cognitive Radio
Ad Hoc Networks. An overall summarization of well-known
routing protocols is shown in Table 1.
The comparison was made with diﬀerent state-of-the art
routing protocols in VANET and Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc
Networks. To date, most of the existing solutions focus on
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Table 1: Summarization of routing protocols.

Routing protocol
OBPF [23]
SE-AOMDV [24]
CR-AODV [16]
ERMR [25]
MRPC [26]
PMRC [27]

Routing metric
Link quality
Hop count
Optimized channel route
Energy and stability
Hop count
Route path

Channel selection
Single channel
Single nonoverlapping channel
Single channel
Channel availability time
Stability
Single channel

channel-route discovery at the network layer for application
data transmission. But, there is little research focused on
how to handle the spectrum handover during application
data transmission. Besides, end-to-end packet delays in
cognitive routing protocol and CR node energy consumption mainly depend on the PU activity (spectrum handoﬀ),
per-hop channel saturation, and CR node handoﬀ. Moreover, the number of simultaneous noninterfering transmissions among the neighbor CR nodes will have a direct
impact on achievable end-to-end network throughput in
multihop cognitive communication [28–31]. Furthermore,
CCC (Common Control Channel) [20, 32] plays a vital role
in discovering the end-to-end channel-route path for application data transmission. In common mobile IP-based
networks, the end-to-end path failure can be mainly due to
node mobility from one subnetwork to another subnetwork.
When it comes to Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks, a new
path failure in between the source to destination CR node
can happen due to spectrum handoﬀ in PU transmission
channels. As shown in Figure 1, whenever the PU (primary
user) is active in the current CR node communication
channel, then on-the-ﬂy packets have to be buﬀered until a
new one-hop channel route is being locally discovered.
Cutting-edge routing protocols are being proposed to
provide the shortest end-to-end channel route between the
source and destination CR node. But, whenever there is a
spectrum handoﬀ, there is no existing solution to handle onthe-ﬂy packet drops until a new local channel route is being
reconstructed. Also, there should be a tight synchronization
between the network layer and the spectrum management to
check the common PU-free channels available between the
intermediate CR nodes. Apart from this, when the intermediate CR node is unable to ﬁnd the backup PU-free
channel at the time of spectrum handoﬀ, then it generates
the channel RERR (route-error) message and also unicasts
back to the source CR node.
Once the RERR message arrives back at the Source CR
node, then it will re-initiate the channel-route discovery
through Route-Request and Route-Response to handle the
spectrum handover connection failure. An enormous
amount of research is well focusing on solution designing for
channel route failures due to the spectrum handover with
eﬃcient PU-free back up the channel to continue the ongoing transmission. In [21, 22], the authors mainly focus on
the PU channel selection at the gateway devices to integrate
multiple unlicensed radio access networks. But, the node
mobility is not integrated with PU channel selection which
results in packet drops during the active primary user in the
ongoing CR vehicular communication. In [29, 30], the

Energy conservation
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

CCC
No
No
Yes
Dedicated
Dedicated
Dedicated

authors focus on ways to enhance PU-free channel utilization due to the proliferation of radio devices and the
heterogeneous environment of wireless communications. In
their contribution, the SU channel switching rate is considered when the primary user is active in the current CR
communication. But, there is no mechanism explored about
how the SU channel switching has to be integrated along
with the node mobility and the traﬃc characteristics to
minimize the application packet drops. To date, there is no
research focus on how to reduce on-the-ﬂy packet drops
through packet buﬀering and packet forwarding mechanisms during cognitive channel switching and CR node
mobility. In this paper, a RED-based packet buﬀering and
forwarding mechanism is being proposed to minimize onthe-ﬂy packet drops to enhance the performance of cognitive
TCP protocol with respect to spectrum mobility and CR
node mobility. The main contribution of this paper is
threefold: (1) packet buﬀering and forwarding mechanism to
buﬀer on-the-ﬂy spectrum handover packet drops, (2)
modiﬁed CR-AODV protocol to record the PCL (PU-free
channel list) during the channel-route discovery, and (3)
mechanism to trigger the spectrum management with the
available PU-free channel list to buﬀer the packets during
spectrum handover.

4. The Proposed Scheme
Spectrum handoﬀ-aware cognitive AODV routing protocol
works under the half-duplex radio transceiver, i.e., a secondary radio device can either receive or transmit at any
given time through the opportunistic PU-free spectrum
bands. In traditional IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc networks, the
network designer has to mainly focus on how to eﬃciently
utilize the nonoverlapping spectrum in either 2.4 GHz or
5 GHz ISM bands. Thus, a PLRR (Preemptive Local Route
Repair) is being proposed to locally reconstruct the link
during end-to-end application data transmission. With this,
the achievable TCP throughput in traditional ad-hoc networks can be improved by locally re-constructing the routes.
Initially, when a sender/source node has application data,
then it has to check for the end-to-end channel route. If the
channel route is unavailable within the routing table of the
sender/source CR node, then it has to initiate the RREQ
broadcast message.
Since there is no ﬁxed static channel available in Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks, it is a challenging task to
broadcast the route discovery control messages from the
source to destination CR node. In other words, with
decentralized cognitive ad-hoc radio networks, it is clear that
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Figure 1: Spectrum handoﬀ in between intermediate CR nodes due to PU active.

any CR node synchronization with other nearby CR nodes
for cognitive control exchange is a huge challenge. Moreover, the AODV routing protocol with dynamic spectrum
access has certain limitations to select the end-to-end
channel-route in between the source and destination CR
node. This is due to increased route-channel control overhead, longer channel rendezvous end-to-end delays, and
increased collision probability because of the multichannel
hidden terminal issue. Hence, hybrid CCC (Common
Control Channel) is being proposed to transmit the cognitive and route control messages among source and destination CR nodes. As shown in Figure 2, hybrid CCC makes
use of 902 MHz ISM band for Time “T-1” to exchange its
PU-free channel list to one-hop neighbor CR nodes. Subsequently, at T-2, the source CR node will start listening to
its PU-free channel list to learn about the PU-free channel
list of its one-hop away neighbor nodes. With this, the
sender/source CR node will get the PCL list of its one-hop
away neighbor CR nodes. Later, the source CR node
broadcasts the DCRequest in a common PU-free channel to
its one-hop away neighbor nodes. CR nodes that have the
same PU-free channel will reply with the DCResponse back
to the source CR node. With this, the source CR node will
have a synchronized common PU-free channel available
with its one-hop neighbor CR nodes. Thus, the routing and
MAC control messages (RREQ, RTS, CTS, and RREP) will
be exchanged in between the source and destination to ﬁnd
out an end-to-end shortest path to transmit the application
data. As shown in Figure 2, packet drops can occur at the
intermediate CR node due to PU active in the ongoing CR
node communication channel. At this point, the per-node
packet buﬀering technique can be used to avoid the application packet drops. This will, in turn, enhance the
achievable application throughput at the cognitive-TCP
protocol. In this paper, omnidirectional antenna-based

simulation is being used for both cognitive control exchange
through CCF (Cognitive Coordination Function) and application data transmission through DCF (Distributed Coordination Function), as shown in Figure 2. If the end-toend channel route does not exist at the source CR node, then
it will activate the medium access layer to initiate the CSMA/
CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) for one-hop link-level channel contention to broadcast
the channel RREQ (route-discovery messages). Figure 3
shows how the packet buﬀering mechanism works in our
proposed work.
On-the-ﬂy packets will be recorded at the SDR radio
interface and buﬀered at the input RED buﬀer. When there is
no issue with the outgoing link, then the buﬀered packet in
the input buﬀer will be sent to the output RED buﬀer.
Whenever there is a link failure at the outgoing RED buﬀer
towards the next-hop CR node, then a separate RED packet
buﬀer will be created for the next-hop neighbor CR node. In
this paper, spectrum handover in-ﬂight packets from the old
CR intermediate node to a new CR intermediate node have
to be forwarded through this priority-based RED buﬀer. At
one point in time, RED buﬀer will have either Avg_quelength < Thresoldmin or Thresoldmin < Avg_quelength <
Thresoldmax, or Avg_quelength > Thresoldmax. In mobile
ad-hoc networks, a separate packet buﬀering for mobile
handover will be created when the average length of the
input RED buﬀer is in between Minimum_Thresold to
Maximum_Thresold or when the average length is greater
than the Maximum_Thresold. But for spectrum handover
packet drops, a separate spectrum handover buﬀer will be
created for in-ﬂight packets, when the old CR intermediate
node handovers its opportunistic channel due to PU active.
Thus, the received in-ﬂight spectrum handover packets at
the old CR node will be buﬀered at the spectrum handover
packet buﬀer. It is noteworthy that a separate spectrum
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Figure 2: Hybrid CCC-based CR-AODV protocol with spectrum handoﬀ through packet buﬀering and forwarding.

handover packet buﬀer will be created for every next-hop CR
node that has spectrum handover link failure.
Algorithm 1 explains the packet buﬀering operation
when the average length of the RED buﬀer is less than the
predeﬁned threshold value. Once there is a spectrum
handover, then the old CR node will check for the local
channel-link re-construction through PLRR (Preemptive
Local Route Repair). Later, spectrum handover buﬀer
packets will be retransmitted from the spectrum handover
buﬀer to the next-hop CR node (new CR node) through the
outgoing RED buﬀer. In this case, once the link is locally
reconstructed, then the spectrum handover buﬀer packets
are transmitted like normal best-eﬀort IP traﬃc to the nexthop CR node (new CR node). But there are cases where the
RED buﬀers can get overﬂow through network congestion.
This usually happens due to the store-and-forward mechanism of multiple traﬃc ﬂows. In this case, whenever there is
network congestion, then the outgoing RED buﬀer will start
dropping the packets randomly at the output RED buﬀer.
This in turn results in spectrum handover packet drops even
with the packet buﬀers. To overcome this, a priority-based
spectrum packet buﬀering and forwarding mechanism is
being proposed to avoid the spectrum handover packet
drops during the network congestion at the output RED
buﬀer. Figure 4 describes how to add a priority option to the
spectrum handover buﬀer packets at the output RED buﬀer.
As shown in Figure 4, a one-bit priority will be added to the
spectrum handover packet whenever the average length of
the output RED buﬀer is either Thresoldmin < Avg_que_length < Thresoldmax or Avg_quelength > Thresoldmax. At
this point in time, priority packets (spectrum handover
packets enabled with priority bit P � 1) cannot be discarded

at the output RED buﬀer of the old CR node during the
network congestion. Whenever the average length of the
output RED buﬀer at the old CR node is Avg_quelength < Thresoldmin, then the priority bit is disabled
(priority bit P � 0) and packets will be transmitted like
normal IP packets. With this, the probability of spectrum
handover buﬀer packet drops will be reduced especially
when there is network congestion due to increased besteﬀort traﬃc ﬂows at the output RED buﬀer of the old CR
node. This helps to engage the opportunistic communication
link to transmit many application packets than the routecontrol messages. Thus, the end-to-end application
throughput and performance of cognitive TCP protocol with
proposed priority packet buﬀering will be enhanced in
comparison with the existing spectrum handover-based
packet buﬀering and forwarding. In the worst case, there
may be packet drops at the input RED buﬀer due to network
congestion. Algorithm 2 explains the packet buﬀering operation when the average length of the RED buﬀer is in
between a minimum threshold and a maximum threshold of
a predeﬁned threshold value. For such cases, especially for
deterministic applications, a separate priority input buﬀer
will be created along with the normal input buﬀer at the
network layer.
Once the packets with higher priority arrive at the old
CR node, then it is buﬀered within the priority buﬀer. Later,
the CR node checks for the outgoing PU-free channel to
forward the buﬀered priority packet. When there is a
spectrum handover, then the buﬀered priority packet will be
forwarded to the spectrum handover buﬀer and waited until
the new one-hop link is established from the current CR
node. It is noteworthy that the buﬀered spectrum handover
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Figure 3: Spectrum handoﬀ packet buﬀering at the intermediate CR node in CRAHNs.

packet will be forwarded with either priority bit as “1” or “0”
based on the average length of the output RED buﬀer. Once
the packet arrives at the next hop intermediate CR node
(new CR node), then it will check the status of the input RED
buﬀer and decide whether it has to be buﬀered in the input
RED buﬀer or priority input buﬀer.
4.1. End-to-End Channel-Route Maintenance. Due to “dynamic opportunistic spectrum access,” there will be frequent
link failures due to active licensed primary users. In widely
used MANETs (mobile ad-hoc networks), there is a control
message called “RERR (Route Error)” that triggers when the
outgoing link cannot be locally reconstructed. This usually
happens when there is network congestion of mobile
handoﬀ in traditional mobile ad-hoc networks. But, in
Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks, there is an additional
packet drop due to channel switching at the time of PU
active. Hence, the RERR (Route Error) message should be
updated with the support of the “spectrum handover packet
drops” to the source CR node. In [21], the authors described
a new control message format to support the spectrum
handover packet drops at an intermediate CR node to the
sender/source CR node. When the link cannot be locally
reconstructed for more than an RTT (Round Trip Time),

then this intermediate CR node has to re-initiate the “RERR
(Route Error)” message back to the source CR node. Thus,
the RERR (Route Error) message with error bit is set to “11”
at the time of transmitting from the intermediate CR node to
the source CR node [21]. Once, the source CR node receives
the “Route Error” message with the “Spectrum handover”
link failure, then it will start to look for an existing alternate
route. When there is no existing alternate route, then it
initiates the route discovery message to determine the fresh
channel route from source towards destination CR nodes.
4.2. Spectrum Handover Queuing Model. Whenever the
average queue length of output RED buﬀer at intermediate
CR node is Avg_Que_length_CR < thresholdmin, then there
is no need of having priority bit enabled at the spectrum
handover packet buﬀers. Whenever the average queue
length of the output RED buﬀer is in between Thresoldmin < Avg_que length < Thresoldmax and Avg_quelength > Thresoldmax, then the spectrum handover packet
buﬀers will be enabled with priority bit at the spectrum
handover buﬀers. Hence, it is crucial to know the average
length of the output RED buﬀer through a mathematical
model to enable the priority bit for congested output RED
buﬀer. An M/M/1 queuing model was designed to ﬁgure out
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Spectrum handoﬀ based CR-AODV {
while (Avg_Queue_lengthold-CR-node < RED_minthresold) {
Prioritybit � 0; //packet with no priority.
REDpriority � Fa1se; //No need to create Priority buﬀer.
Markerpriority � 0; //packets with no priority
REDInput ()//InputRED buﬀer at new-CR-node. {
REDInput � PacketsNon−priority + NormalIP;
CongestionNotiﬁcation � 0;
Commonchannelold node−new node � True;
}
}
}
ALGORITHM 1: //Spectrum handoﬀ packet buﬀering at intermediate CR nodes//

the average length of the output RED buﬀer at a certain point
in time. Based on the analysis of the mathematical model, a
priority bit will be decided to enable/disable at the spectrum
handover buﬀer. In queuing theory, an M/M/1 Queue
represents the length of the queue in a system having a single
server, and the packet arrival is determined by the Poisson
process, and the job service times are based on the exponential distribution. The state space in M/M/1 queue is the
set of {0,1,2,3, . . ..} whose value corresponds to the number
of receiving packets (normal IP traﬃc ﬂows and spectrum

handover packets) from one intermediate CR node (old CR
node) to another intermediate CR node (new CR node). In
this paper, the following assumptions are as follows: packet
arrival (both spectrum handover + normal IP packets) rate at
the old CR node is “α” from state “P” to “P + 1.” Service time
is deﬁned as 1/€ where “€” is the service rate. The server
follows the FCFS (First Come First Serve) basis to receive the
packets. When there is no spectrum handover, then the
packet leaves the input RED buﬀer, thus reduced to “N − 1” if
the total number of the packet is known to be “N.” In
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Spectrum handoﬀ based CR-AODV {
while (((Avg_queue > minthresold) && (Avg_queue < maxthresold) || (Avg_queue > maxthresold)) {
Prioritybit � 1; //Priority packet.
REDpriority � True; //create Priority buﬀer.
Markerpriority � 1; //priority packets
REDInput ()//InputRED buﬀer at new-CR-node. {
REDInput � Norma1IP;
REDPriority � Packetspriority;
if(Avg_queue > maxthresold)
CongestionNotiﬁcation � 1;
else
CongestionNotiﬁcation � 0;
Commonchanneloldnode-newnode � True;
}
}
}
ALGORITHM 2: //Spectrum handoﬀ packet buﬀering with priority buﬀers at intermediate CR nodes//

general, it is assumed that the RED buﬀer is of ﬁnite size (N)
which is having a limit on the storage of the packets within
the queue. The average length (1) of the proposed queuing
model is
∞

Lq �  (n − 1)pn �
n�0

2p − p2 pN−1 (Np + 1)
.
+
1−p
1 − pn−1

(1)

The detailed derivation of “Average Queue Length (Lq)”
is explained in [22]. Here, when P � 1, then Lq � 0, i.e., there
will not be spectrum handover packet buﬀering at the input
RED buﬀer. When P > 1, then Lq is equal to inﬁnity. Hence,
we only analyze when P < 1 to determine the average length
of the queue.
4.3. One-Hop Theoretical Throughput Calculation.
Theoretical upper bound of one-hop throughput from the
old CR node to the new CR node helps to determine the
collision rate concerning to the data rate in the PU-free

opportunistic shared channel. Furthermore, this helps to
predict the congestion window size variation at the cognitive
transport layer to improve the end-to-end throughput and
overall CRAHN network performance. In theoretical
throughput estimation, we assume that the channel is
completely available for the CR node to transmit the application data. This helps for an ideal case to ﬁgure out the
maximum link achievable throughput without any collisions. In experimental results, the PU active in current CR
communication is considered to show how the throughput
and performance of the TCP vary with respect to PU active:
Throughputper−hop �

Tdata
,
Delay
(2)

Throughputper−hop

Tdata
�
,
TDCF + TPCL

where

TPCL � Time to select the PU channel,
TDCF � TRTS + TSIFS + TCTS + TSIFS + TDATA + TSIFS + TACK + TDIFS + TBACKOFF ,
TDCF � TRTS + TSIFS + TCTS + TSIFS + TPR + TPHY +

+ TSIFS + TPR + TPHY +
TPCL � TPR + TPHY +

8 LMAC + MSDU

DataRate

(3)

8 LMAC 
Cwmin ∗ Tslottime
,
 + 2 ∗ Tslottime + TSIFS +
2
DataRate

8 n ∗ LPCL + Lsender IP + Lsender MAC 
,
Data rate
Tdata
,
Delay

Throughputend−to−end � N ∗ 

(4)

Complexity
where N � total number of hops in between the source to
destination CR node.
Equation (4) clearly shows that the achievable end-toend application throughput directly depends on the route
control messages. Whenever there are spectrum handoﬀ
packet drops, then the time taken to reconstruct the channel
route increases. Thus, the end-to-end delay on data transmission is higher with increased control message
transmission.
4.4. Use Case of Proposed CR-AODV Protocol in CR Vehicular
Ad Hoc Networks. Packet drops in high-speed vehicular
networks, such as automated ambulance, are a signiﬁcant
issue that needs to be addressed in mission-critical applications. In addition, relying on the unlicensed spectrum
bands to transmit the application data should also be
addressed due to heavy traﬃc ﬂows by heterogeneous
networks in the ISM bands. To overcome both the issues, this
paper proposes a cognitive-AODV routing protocol that
utilizes an unlicensed spectrum band along with the spectrum mobility and CR vehicular node mobility with RED
spectrum mobility priority packet buﬀers. The proposed
cognitive AODV-routing protocol mainly addresses the
packet drops with respect to node mobility, spectrum
mobility, and aggregate packet drops at the intermediate CR
vehicular nodes. The performance of the proposed CR
routing protocol is tested with diﬀerent performance metrics
in Sections 5 and 6.

5. Implementation in NS-2 Simulator
CR-NS-2.31 (Cognitive Radio Network Simulator)
[18, 33–37] with dynamic channel access support is
implemented to analyze the congestion window variation,
performance of cognitive TCP, and end-to-end throughput
with respect to spectrum handover (PU active) at the intermediate CR nodes in Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks.
This work makes use of the 8 MHz “primary TV white space”
for opportunistic data transmission among the source CR
node and destination CR node within the CRAHNs. Table 2
below describes the parameters used for our simulation. The
total simulation area is considered as 1000 ∗ 1000 meters.
Cognitive Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (CognitiveAODV) routing protocol is used to select the unreliable endto-end concurrent channel route from the source CR node to
the destination CR node. The total number of CR nodes in
between the sender CR node to destination CR node is
considered as 100 whereas PU nodes are considered as 10.
The cognitive TCP protocol is being used to provide reliable
end-to-end connection-oriented traﬃc ﬂow.
During the simulation, it is assumed that there is no PU
transmitter active at the current CR communication. Once
the connection setup (CR-TCP) and end-to-end channelroute discovery (CR-AODV) are done, then application data
start to transfer from the sender CR node to the destination
CR node. At this point in time, the PU transmitter will be
active (PU-ON) for either 10 or 15, or 20 seconds. Subsequently, the spectrum handover will get triggered at an
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intermediate CR node, and on-the-ﬂy spectrum handover
packets get dropped at an intermediate CR node with the
existing CR routing protocols.

6. Results and Discussions
With the implementation of spectrum handover-based CRAODV protocol in cognitive network simulator, the packets
at the intermediate CR-node get buﬀered at the spectrum
handover buﬀers and re-transmitted back once the local
channel-route is discovered for the spectrum handover link
failure. Figure 5(a) describes the CR-TCP congestion window variation with varied simulation times. It is noteworthy
that the end-to-end CR throughput and the performance of
cognitive-TCP are directly dependent on the congestion
window.
Whenever there is a packet drop, then the ACK will not
be reached back to the sender TCP within RTT (Round Trip
Time). Due to the longer RTT delays, the sender congestion
window gets reduced which in turn reﬂects on the rate of
packet transmission. When there is a PU active in current
CR communication, then the intermediate CR node drops
the spectrum handover packets due to channel-route failure.
In Figure 5(a), CR-AODV without spectrum handover
buﬀer is having more packet drops than the intermediate CR
nodes, which is why the size of the congestion window is less
in comparison with the other two techniques. CR-AODV
with only spectrum handover buﬀer is having a better
congestion window size in comparison with the CR-AODV
without spectrum handover buﬀer. This is due to a separate
spectrum handover buﬀer at an intermediate CR node for
the next-hop CR node that has a channel-link failure. CRAODV with spectrum handover buﬀer and priority bit is
having the highest congestion window. This is due to reduced packet drops at the output RED buﬀer. In other
words, whenever the best-eﬀort traﬃc ﬂow is close to
maximun_thresold, then the spectrum handover packets
also get dropped along with the normal IP packets. To
overcome this, the proposed solution added a priority bit to
the spectrum handover buﬀer packets. With this, the output
RED buﬀer will try to not drop the packet that is having
priority bit but will continue to drop the normal IP packets.
This results in an increased TCP congestion window in
comparison with the other two techniques. Figure 5(b)
describes the end-to-end CR-TCP throughput (Mbps)
with respect to simulation time. In reality, the end-to-end
throughput is directly proportional to the size of the congestion window. With this, cognitive CR-AODV with
spectrum handover buﬀer with priority bit is having better
achievable throughput in comparison with CR-AODV with
only spectrum handover buﬀer and CR-AODV without
spectrum handover buﬀer. Figure 5(c) describes the local
channel-route discovery with diﬀerent no. of CR nodes.
With a higher number of one-hop CR nodes, there will be
increased traﬃc ﬂow at the input RED buﬀer and output
RED buﬀer. This results in network congestion and increased packet drops at the input RED buﬀer and output
RED buﬀer. Since the proposed CR-AODV with spectrum
handover buﬀer is having priority bit enabled, the output
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Complexity
Table 2: Simulation parameters.
Description
1000 ∗ 1000 ﬂatgrid
100
10 (8 MHz) channels
10
10, 15, and 20 seconds
Random waypoint model
−95 dBm
−115 dBm
10 mW
200 m, licensed channel
500 m, licensed channel
2 Mbps
50
200 seconds
TCP
512 and 1024 bytes

160

End-to-End Throughput (Mbps)

CR-TCP Congestion Window Size

Parameter name
Topology
No. of CR nodes
No. of PU channels
No. of PU transmitters
PU active probability
Mobility model
Receiver threshold
Carrier sense threshold
Input CR transmit power
CR Tx range
PU Tx range
Data rate
Interface queue length
Simulation time (s)
Traﬃc type
Packet size

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

20

40

60
80
100
Simulation Time

120

140

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

160

-20

CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV with only spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer + priority bit

0

20

40

Channel-Route discovery (Sec)

Local channel-route discovery

140

160

(b)

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

0.5
20
30
40
No. of one hop CR nodes

120

CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV with only spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer + priority bit

(a)

4.5

10

60
80
100
Simulation Time

50

CR-AODV with only spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer + priority bit
(c)

2

3
4
No. of PU transmitters

CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer + priority bit
CR-AODV with only spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer
(d)

Figure 5: Continued.
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Average end-to-end Throughput (Mbps)

Spectrum handover packet drop probability

Complexity

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
10

8

6
4
No. of PU transmitters

2

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
5

1

4

3
2
No. of PU transmitters

1

CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer + priority bit
CR-AODV with only spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer

CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer + priority bit
CR-AODV with only spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer
(e)

(f )

20
15
10
5
0
0

2

4
6
8
CR vehicular node mobility (ms)

10

CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer+prioirty bit

(a)

Channel-route Reconstruction times (ms)

Number of CR application packet drops

Figure 5: Cognitive TCP performance evaluation with respect to spectrum handoﬀ. (a) CR-TCP congestion window variation with varied
simulation time. (b) End-to-end TCP throughput with respect to simulation time. (c) Spectrum handoﬀ local channel-route discovery with
respect to no. of CR nodes. (d) Spectrum handoﬀ local channel-route discovery with respect to the PU transmitters. (e) Spectrum handover
packet drop probability with respect to no. of PU transmitters. (f ) Average end-to-end CR-TCP throughput with respect to no. of PU
transmitters.

20

15

10

5

0
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
CR vehicular node mobility (ms)

8

9

CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV without spectrum handover buffer
CR-AODV with spectrum handover buffer+prioirty bit
(b)

Figure 6: Performance of the CR vehicular network. (a) CR vehicular node mobility variation with respect to the number of application
packet drops. (b) CR node mobility variation with respect to channel-route reconstruction time.

RED buﬀer will not drop the outgoing packets with priority
enabled, whereas for the other two cases, there is more
probability of packet drops at the output RED buﬀer.
Figure 5(d) describes the local channel-route discovery with
respect to the number of PU transmitters. In general, with
increased PU transmitters, the probability of getting the
opportunistic channel to transmit the CR application data
gets reduced. In addition, the ongoing traﬃc ﬂow gets packet
drops because of spectrum handover at the intermediate CR
nodes. Thus, the solutions with separate handover buﬀers at

an intermediate CR node will attain better throughput in
comparison with the solutions that does not support the
packet buﬀers and priority bit. Figure 5(e) describes the
probability of spectrum handover packet drops with respect
to the number of PU transmitters. As shown in Figure 5(e), it
is clear that the probability of the packet drop with respect to
spectrum handover is directly proportional to the number of
PU transmitters. Moreover, packet drop at the intermediate
CR node gets dropped when there are no separate handover
buﬀers. In other words, the input and output RED buﬀers
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cannot hold on-the-ﬂy CR packets until a new local channel
link gets discovered. Thus, the probability of the CR packet
drop is higher with the solutions that do not support
spectrum handover buﬀers. Figure 5(f ) describes the average
end-to-end CR-TCP throughput with respect to the number
of PU transmitters. CR-AODV with spectrum handover
buﬀer along with priority bit is having higher achievable
average end-to-end throughput in comparison with the
other two techniques. This is due to reduced on-the-ﬂy
packet drops and reduced network congestion CR packet
drops at the intermediate CR node.
Figure 6 explains about the CR vehicular ad-hoc network
performance with respect to CR node handover from one base
station to another base station. In general, when an intermediate
CR vehicular node transits from one coverage area to other
coverage areas, then the in-ﬂight forwarded packets have to be
either stored in a buﬀer of aggregate traﬃc ﬂow buﬀer or CR
node mobility priority buﬀer. In our experimental results of
Figure 6(a), we tested the performance of the CR vehicular adhoc network with diﬀerent node handover mobility scenarios.
As shown in Figure 6(a), the packets drops are high when the
probability of node handover from one base station to another
base station is very high. In other words, the packet drops with
node mobility variation of 1 msec are much higher than the
packet drops with node mobility variation of 8 msec. This is due
to heavy inﬂight traﬃc ﬂow at the intermediate CR nodes at the
time of CR node mobility. The CR node mobility variation with
respect to channel reconstruction time is compared in
Figure 6(b). It is noteworthy that when a CR node handover to
another base station, then the opportunistic licensed channel
needs to be tested before continuing with the data transmission.
Otherwise, there may be a collision with the primary user data
which needs to be protected with higher priority. In Figure 6(b),
channel reconstruction times increase with frequent CR vehicular node handover in comparison with the nodes that hand
over with longer delays. This is because when a CR node
handovers from one base station to another base station more
frequently, then inﬂight packets have to be buﬀered in more
number of times at the base station that results in congestion
with the aggregate traﬃc ﬂows.

7. Conclusion
Performance of CR-TCP in CR-VANETdirectly depends on the
number of CR packet drops in between the source and destination CR nodes. With opportunistic dynamic channel access,
there is a new packet drop due to spectrum handover (PU active
in the current CR communication channel) in between the
source and destination CR nodes. To alleviate the spectrum
handover packet drops, this paper proposes a “spectrum
handover-based AODV routing protocol in CRAHNs.” With
the proposed packet buﬀering and forwarding mechanism, the
achievable end-to-end average throughput is enhanced as
compared to the existing CR-AODV routing protocols.
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